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On the 1st of April 2011,
the RAEX format for GSM
operators’
IR.21
documents was launched
and the documents can
be shared with roaming
partners via the GSMA
InfoCentre.
Furthermore,
any
non-RAEX
IR.21
documents/ information
which
are
currently
stored in the GSMA
InfoCentre
were
considered obsolete and
removed on 1st July 2011.
To
facilitate
this
transition, EDCH oﬀers a
fully outsourced solution
whereby
EDCH
will
provide both XML and
PDF versions of operators’
IR.21 documents, for
uploading to the GSMA
InfoCentre.
Whenever
the document needs to
be updated, the client can
simply inform EDCH of
the necessary changes
and EDCH will provide the
updated
RAEX
documents.

RAEX IR.21
Whilst the GSMA InfoCentre oﬀers the facility for operators to enter their IR.21
details and generate the document in RAEX format, operators can save time by
outsourcing the entire data entry process to EDCH. The operator can then
upload the RAEX IR.21 to the GSMA InfoCentre where it will be available to
other operators.
EDCH can complete the entire process of generating a full RAEX IR.21 document within one to four days. Upon completion, EDCH will provide the RAEX
XML and PDF versions of the client’s IR.21 document.
EDCH currently supports RAEX IR.21 version 9.2.

Implementation
The client needs to provide EDCH with their IR.21 document (in Microsoft
Word or PDF format).

Client Support
EDCH has been oﬀering RAEX services since 2008, managed by highly dedicated employees specialized in supporting RAEX IR.21.

Related Services
RAEX AA.14 – EDCH can also convert an operator’s AA.14 document to RAEX
XML and PDF formats.

Conclusion
EDCH has years of experience in generating and validating RAEX XML documents, which can be a time-consuming and diﬃcult process for those who are
not familiar with it.
Using our solution, within a matter of days EDCH can provide you with a
RAEX-compliant IR.21 document which can be updated at any time, upon your
request.
By outsourcing RAEX IR.21 management to EDCH, operators can reduce their
administrative workload and focus their resources on the core of their roaming
business.
Please contact marketing@edch.com for more information.
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